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About This Game

You are a soldier fighting for the freedom in the heart off fierce combat. Conquer different battlegrounds alongside your
comrades. Realistic combat, fast paced action and advanced AI system will help you feel like on real battlefield.

Features:

 Game designed for virtual reality with full support of roomscale.

 Full cover system - enemies with great tactical AI will always try to flank you, retreat when in danger or maintain
optimal position.

 Carefully crafted combat units with different behaviour paterns - sniper, heavy, shotgun, rifle.

 Different levels to test your skills in fast paced action.

 Changes in environment like air strikes, bombs etc.
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This game is pretty good VR shooter. Some strategical thinking and free choices.. Awful game. It is incredible Valve let this on
the market.. Great idea but way too early on release. Not just for bugs\/glitches which is to be expected on new releases. No
tutorials. Weapon handling is not realistic and more of an arcade shooter with no real challenges other that shoot, shoot more,
shoot some more.. I have to agree, it's not ready yet... How can this even be here..... No Realistic Combat, not tactical.
Its a complete mess. Refunded after 25min playtime. Well.....I cant really recommend it in its current state.....Its so buggy i cant
hardly play. It crashed twice on startup. There are no tutorials that i can find. All the guns sound the exact same. Weird things
dont work, like for example when you pick up the AR it wont let you move (which is by teleportation only) but the other guns
still let you move. But then i cant find a way to drop the gun ive just picked up. The sounds are way off. Like some are crazy
loud and others arent so much. Also when you die it just instantly puts you back at the beginning of the level and its a little
sudden and weird feeling. I also cant seem to quit back to the menu or even pause the game.

I will say this. The guns look decent. The enemy models look really good actually. The level design is alright. It looks like some
real work went into it and for that i do give a thumbs up to the devs but honestly its worth maybe $5-$10 if they can fix the
bugs.

The game is a wave shooter type. Just hold the line and kill bad dudes and if you kill enough you get a new level. Although i
think there are only like 4 or 5 total levels.. Soldiers Of Freedom is a pethetic poor excuse of a game. The game is suppose to be
quote "a soldier fighting for the freedom in the heart off fierce combat. Conquer different battlegrounds alongside your
comrades. Realistic combat, fast paced action and advanced AI system will help you feel like on real battlefield" but instead is
just a move forward, kill soldiers, move forward, kill soldiers and repeat. Where is the freedom part or the battlefield. I tried
looking for it and couldn't find it.

The only thing realistic about this game is when you die you restart all the way to the begining...yay at least it gets dting right.

The "main menu" is pontless. You are in a tent during a "battle" and you go to a board where the 4 maps are but I bet some of
you didn't go beyond the sand bags. Well I did and the builds are basically bulding from Onward, no scratch that they are
Onward builds. Did the develper just not want to create there own builds. And that explosion in the background is pontless.
There is nothing there other then few buildings and a blown up car. But you can go past that and guess what? There is nothing
beyond that other then a desert waste land. I got so far I couldn't see the base. There is an edge to the "main menu".

There is no setting option for the game. What see, hear and control is what you get. No audio adjustment, no movment
adjustment, no reload change option. In fact there is no anything.

There is no training so I guess your suppose to know what to do right off the bat when you start the first map.

There are 4 maps you can play but 3\/4 are locked until you kill a certain number of soldiers the only issue is you can't see how
many soldiers you have killed. The board doesn't tell you nor does a button in the game tell you. And that isn't the issue, the
issue is that the game has only 4 maps. I didn't even play the other 3 because the game was so bad.
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The graphics are just terrible. Sometimes I get dark patches or light changes in different spots. The guns look bad and there is
no animation to anything other then enemies moving.

The advanced AI system is a pile of ton ton poop. The AI is broken and enemy AI doesn't even do anything other then stand in
the open or charge. There is not stragety at all. The enemy AI will also shoot you through walls or cover.

The weapon system is pathetic, its like a minion from the underworld. You can pick two weapons to carry with you. The issue is
there is no manual reload. Instead you put the weapon in a reload bubble on ether side of you. There is no holster or stap for
your guns so you are forced to duel weld if you pick 2 guns. You can have only one gun if you choose to. By picking one you
can grip the assault with the other hand but this only worked 1 time for me.

Ammo- You have unlimited ammo, like for real you can just continue shooting if you hover the guns in the ammo bubble and
never stop shooting.

While on weapons the sounds for the weapons are exactly the same. None have their own sounds. The developer just got lazy as
heck. How do you screw up the weapon sounds.

Moving is just teleporting. You don't do any walking motion or push the sensor pad in a direction. How is this real combat? Is
there a military that teleports I am not aware of?

I tried looking to see if this game is early access but found no trace of this being one so this is the full game from the infomation
I find on Steam. This game is charged at $19.99 and I can tell you now it's not worth $19.99, not even $9.99 heck not even
$4.99. The current state it's in makes it feel like the developer just took short cuts and hoped no one would notice or complain.

The final score of Soldiers Of Freedom is a 0\/10. There are better VR miliarty games and best one is Onward which is $24.99
and that is worth you hard earn money then this game. If the developer reads the reviews I hope they take notes and fix the
issues that are mention in the reviews.

That's the Pony review for Soldiers Of Freedom. This game is pretty good. It needs some fixes though but overaly had fun
playing the game
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Got refund after 16mins of play, game needs alot of work,idea is good but it's nowhere near ready for distribution. I could buy
in future if devs see to all the problems but at this time it's just not worth it.. this game is complete trash do not buy it!!!. This is
hopefully getting an update to sound and graphics. Ill hold off on full review.
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